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UPPER WIlID9 FOR AVIA1'ION 

by 

R. C. Graham 

It hae become a custom that once per year) the iTesident of your 
Branch a.ddresses you on a subject of hie choosing. While my subject tonight 
may seem to be of specialized interest, 1!l fact the forecasting of upper 
winds for aviation draw~ upon knowledge and LBchnlques of wide application 
in meteorology. It is a fortunate characteristic of applied meteorology that 
the effort that goeB into most forms of service, up to the final phase of 
imparting the information to the recipient, is cammon to many fields of 
application. 

The forecasting of winds aloft for aviation 1e an excellent example 
of this community of interest. In many parte of the world it was primarily 
the aviation requirement that initiated upper air observing networks that are 
needed for meteorology in gsneral . These networks in turn have made possible 
advancements in our knowledge and are opening new frontiers in forecasting 
techniques . Out of these developmente are coming new possibilities for 
forecasting winds for aviation, just at a time when aviation requirements are 
starting to develop beyond tbe scope o~ methods used in the past. 

Aviation is big business today. It has taken its place with rail 
and marine transport as one of the major modes of travel and ie growing at 
almost an explosive rate. I.C.A.O. statistics show that on a world-wide basis 
aviation has been doubling every five years " Who would have believed, when 
Lindberg made his famous flight in 1929, or even in the late 1930's when the 
first experimental trans-Atlantic commercial flights were being made, that by 
today a major problem of trans- Atlantic aviation would be congestion of' air 
tra~ic - that aircraft would be waiting their turn for a block of air space in 
which to fly across the ocean . Yet such Is now the case. 

Despite the increasing capabjlity of' aircraft) the requirements of 
aviation for weather service S8em to increase rather than decrease. ~velopments 

in aircraft design are used to permit more efficient operation, using the optimum 
meteorological service available, rather than to diminish the demands for 
meteorological service. Moreover, aircraft are remarkably long-lived, and 
although new types are introduced, the older types remain in operation, and so 
we have not onl7 to antiCipate the requirements of aircraft that will appear in 
1960, but we still have to meet the requirements of aircraft that were deaigned 
in the 1930's. Meteorological requirements remain stringent, although they 
change in character, and they are extended to cover greater areas and higher 
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altitudes . We can probably expect little reduction in demands for wind 
infurmation for aviat10n as long as it 1s more profitable to carry pay load 
than fuel, 

To keep this talk from being entirely devoid of e quations, I will 
suggest that we may consider meteorologists and aircraft operators as being 
constrained by an equation of the form M = F(s,r, e), wheTs M is a mensure of 
the meteorological service required, s Ie a measure of the safety of 
Operation, r 1s a measure of the regularity of operation, and e 1e a measure 
or the efficiency of operation. 

Ideally, the values of 8, r , and e would be defined by the operators 
and the regulatory authorities, and ~e meteorologists would solve the 
e quation for M, and provide service accordingly . However, it is sometimes 
the case that the M 80 defined is beyond reach, so that in effect it 1s rand 
e that are t.he dependent variables. 

For example, if on a given routs, approachiD8 the limit of capability 
or the aircraft with full pay load, the meteorological service Is lese than 
adequate, the operator may take a penalty in efficiency by carrying extra 
fuel at the expense of pay load, or by making intermediate stops, or he may 
take a penalty in regularity by delaying flights until conditione are moat 
favourable. Carrying excess fuel may not be an easy solution. Having taken 
off fully loaded, a large aircraft must, before landing again, either fly 
long enough or dump fuel in order that the gross 'Weight will be within the 
landing limits. This may restrict the selection of intermediate alternates. 

While it is hardly possible to measure the value of meteorological 
service in terms of saf ety, it ie sometimes possIble to evaluate meteorological 
s ervice to aviation in terme of economy . For example, for an aircraft with 
200 knots air s~ed, a variation of one knot in wind speed 1s equivalent to a 
varia.tion vf about three minutes in flight tlme on a ten-hal.[[' :flight . Assuming 
a ruel oonsumption of 2000 Ibs. per hour, a reaeonable figure for a medium
sized four- engine aircraft, this is 100 lbs. of fuel, or about half tbe weight 
allowance for a passenger paying a fare of same $400. If the aircraft is larger 
t he fuel (.;onsumption per hour 1s higher and the penalty is greater . W1 th higher 
s peed , the relative effect of wind in terms of flight time i8 Iss8 , but the 
economic effect is greater because fuel coneum~tion mounts 80 rapidly with 
increasing speed. 

In aircraft operation it is not sufficient to allow for the average 
e rror in ytnd forecaatlng - allowance must be made for extreme errors. This 
(loa::l uoL IHljau U.liI.L au al;r'Ul'af-L lI.ruat carl'y fuel sufficit\Llt to ccnnplete its 
JGtll'ne y regardJ.eas of how gr-eat the error in the prei'light f orecast may be . 
0 .... IGug flights ;i t is customary to obtain new wind forecasts in flIght, and if' 
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necessary it 1s possible to make intermediate stops, divert, or turn back 
befors _reaching the point of no return . But auch stopa are obvIously 
undesirable and reserves are carried 80 that they will not be necessary more 
than a very low percentage of the time. Therefore it Is the occasional grOBS 
errors, rather than frequent small errors, that we ehpuld try to reduce . 

The increasing congest i on of air traffic appears to be creating 
more stringent requirements for accuracy of wind forecasts . It Is becoming 
more and more necessary for aircraft to adhere to planned tracks and speed, 
and as aircraft become larger and faster, it becomes increaSingly desirable 
to operate at optimum airspeed and altitude. Thus the penalties of 
compensating for errors in preflight forecasts become greater, and the 
importance of reliable preflight forecasts 1s incrsasingly emphasized. 

In looking at methods of wind forecasting that have been used, I 
divide them into ~o class8s: the quick and intuitive on the one hand, as 
against the more elaborate and systematic on the other. Both have their 
advantages. An example of the :former is simple analysis of the contours of 
constant pressure surfaces, without the aid of thickness analYSiS, and 
forecasting mainly by extrapolation of the contour pattern, with the aid of 
latest reports and a large measure of forecaster's intuition, developed 
through experience . The method baa the virtue of flexibility and encourages 
the use of latest data In whatever form it may be . However, the application 
of knowledge in it is more qual itative than quantitative. This general 
approach is widely used, and in the handa of an experienced forecaster, 
produces surprisingly good results for short- term forecasts. 

An example o:f a more systematic approach, cammon in offices 
serving long-range aviation, involves the use of thickness charts in 
analysis and prognosis. This helps to promote hydrostatic consistency 
between the analyses of: constant pressure surfaces, and thus permits greater 
certainty in forecasting the change of wind with height . It encourages 
thinking in terms of layers instead of merely surfaces. The simplicity and 
conaervatisID 0f the thickness patterns in the troposphere, in comparison 
wi~h ~he cu~~our patterns, makes the technique useful. One risk is that the 
method may be applied mechanically rather than thoughtfully, and the fore 
caater has to be careful not to place too much weight on the process to the 
exclusion of consideration of latest actual wind reports. 

Sometimes this technique Is criticized as being laboriOUS, but 
when :facility is achieved throuah practice in gra:phical addition, it should 
not take any longer than to construct a chart of similar quality by other 
methods . 

There ie Bome danger of over- smoothing in carrying a differential 
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analysie through several levels, unless care 1s taken to correctly place the 
thickness linea in relation to the 3_dimenaional frontal structure. However, 
with care, the method permits the analysis and £orecaetlng of detail aloft 
t.ha t wculd otherwise be missed. 

For many years, moat forecast officss using dUferentlal methode 
had been starting at the surface and building uP, both in analysis and 
prognosis. This a .pproacb stemmed from the greater density and f'xequency of 
surface reports, and the greater experience of moat forecasters in using 
surface data. In r ecent years, quantitative and Bemi - ~uantitatlve methods 
of considering wave motioos on a large Bcale, indicate that in forecasting 
at least, the 500 mb. layer Is a promising starting point. This approach has 
s hown new possibilities in forecasting of developments. ~uant1tative methods 
such as the graphical t.echniques of F Jortoft and the application of' the 
electronic computer Be8m destined to play an increasing role . 

So far 1 have been speaking mainly of methods of forecasting upper 
winds up to about the 500 mb. level . The wind pattern is usually sufficiently 
linear between 500 and 300 mbs" that the effort of constructing 400 mb . charts 
will hardly be worthwile when 300 mb. charts are regularly drawn. 

In carrying the analyses from 500 mb, up to 300 rob. the Je t stream 
necomes a major feature, and care is necessary not to smooth it out. In 
analyzing the 300 mb. cbart it is most important that jet streams be fixed 
as accurately as possible, and indirect methods - e.g. use of models, may 
be necessary. However, as the charts produced by the Canadian Central 
Analysis Office show, it is quite possible to produce a good consistent 300 
mo . analysis witb. present knowledge. 

In temperate latitudes the tropopause is commonly between 300 and 
200 mb. and the t hickness pattern loses the Simple, conservative character 
fJPen 10 the lowai:' layers . There has been considerable variety of views among 
l'crecaaters as to how t hickness analysis should be used} or if it. should be 
u@ed, in constructing 200 mb, charts, but there seems to be value in using iL, 
prn 7ided t,he aua1yst keeps in mind the effect of the tropopause on the thickness 
gradient . 

Above th,~ tropopauae , the thickness pat;tern seelliB to become more 
rif' f'j-:dte and simple), 'bu.t reversed 1n direct-ion from that 111 the t ropopalJse . 
.... unaequently cne sometimes finds . ..arts of the 100 rob. chart in which the 
1l1jcltn",ss gradient is allnosF e qual and opposite to the 200 mll cont.our 
gradipnt, giving rise to a weak indetel'D'linate 100 mb . oontour pattern. 

In fOl'·ecaet.lng for ht$ levels) most expel'1ence at operating 
t' \ rl~cast. of'.f1ces in CA.na<k: baa so I.r been ill providing f'orecaaLs for 
r'dEl.thel.y ahort fli ght-f\. We 'Will. Boon hav·e the problem of fClecast.1ng fO)' 

Jor,~ fl.igbt..;l at" thcst.: al',jf:udes. Su.Lc.:lHfe and Sawyer, in Ii paper in the 
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Proceedl~a or the Toronto Meteorological Conference, 1953, show that if 
conventional methode, ussd in the lower atmosphere, are ueed in preparing 
prognostic charta for the higher levels , the forecasting akill diminishes 
with beight as does also the accuracy of analyses, while on the other hand 
the variability of winds decreases with height . The net result 1s that the 
forecast error ie lesa at 100 mbs. than at 300. Durst haa suggested the 
uaB of statistical methode for forecastlng high altitude winds, and haa shown 
how to predict statistically the moat probable future wind ueing the lateat 
observed wind and seaaonal mean winds . 

A technical report of the Air Weather Service of the USAF, entitled 
"The Black Sheep System of Forecasting Winds" , suggests construct i ng tbe 300 rub . 
prognostiC cbart 'by building up from tbe :prognostiC 500 mb . chart} adv6cting 
the 500 to 300 mb. t~ickness with the aid of the Fjortoft vorticity chart and 
apace mean chart used in preparing the 500 mb . prognostic. WhetlJer or not a 
method as elabor ate a8 this 1s necessary, I think it safe to assume that as 
forecasters gain more practice and devote more attention to producing 300 mb. 
prognostics, their skill will a:pproacb that of tbe :production of 500 mb . 
prognostics, wbich will be the base on which tbe 300 mb . prognostic will be 
built. 

Because of the effect of the tropopause} linear interpolation is not 
sufficient in SOIDe areas to describe the winds between 300 and 200 mba . This 
haa led to a suggest i on that 250 rub. charts are essential, but I do not agree 
witb this conclusion - it still does not solve the problem because the tropo
pause does not choose to lie parallel to any constant pressure surface . The 
above mentioned, "Black Sheep Method" suggests one attack. The method is to 
carry out analyses of' the topography of the height of maximum wind, which 
usually occurs just below the tropopause, and alao to construct charts of the 
mean wind eheaL' abeve and below this level or maximum wind. These char ts are 
forecast} mainly by extrapolation methods. Given a forecast of the 300 mb . wind 
at any pOiot, the mean wind Bhea~ between 300 mb. and the level of maximum wind, 
t he height of the maximum Wind, and the mean wind shear above that height, one 
could define the wiDd speed at any height between 300 and 200 mbs. 

A suggestion has been made that above 300 mb . } and away fram the 
vicinity of jet streams , the wind variations mi ght be emall enough in 
relation to a ''f'iation requirements that they could be derived fram seasonal 
mean charts, or latest actual charta, or a combination. This would bear 
investigation. If 80, forecasting effort might be concentrated an locating 
and determining the structure of the jet streams. 

Regardless of whether any of these techniques , or others, eventually 
riss 110 general USB ) it S8emB ev-ident that wind forecasting will be a more 
elabor ate process t han it has been. But however e l aborate the process, it w111 
no doubt be imperfect and there will always be the question of weighing a fore 
cast based on data Bflveral hours old, with a vlllue observed a f'e\of minutes ago . 
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When one considers desirable attributes of an organization for 
producing upper wind forecasts for aviation, some of these attributes appear 
to conflict. Among them are the following; 

The system should encourage the efficient USB of what might be 
called large - scale techniques, even though Buch tectmlqu8a may be laborious 
or require costly equipment. This attribute pOinte toward centralization. 

The syatem should permit the rapid incorporatlon of current 
reports, and provieion for either rapid amendment or r e - isBIl6 , in order that 
the forecast for the next few hours may be aa up to date aa p06sible. Also 
the system Bbouldpermit taking account of local geographical effects insofar 
as they affect the upper wind pattern. This attrioute suggest a decentralized 
system. 

Unless and until the forecasts became perfect and complete within 
the limits or operational significance] there will be a requirement for 
briefing the reCipient . This also suggests decentralization. 

The system should be flexible enough to permit ready adaptation to 
changing requirements, and should encourage continuing improvement in methods . 
Too high a degree of decentralization may mean that the individual units are 
too smail to use more than elementary techniques. Too high a degree of 
centralization may mean units that become inflexible and unWieldy. 

Traditionally the responsibility for provision of wind forecasts 
for international aviation hae rested on the meteorological office serving 
the departure aerodrome. That office may obtain assistance from other offices 
but essentially the system is highly decentralized. Duplication is the most 
obvious criticism of this system. However, in fairness it should be pointed out 
that Ghes~~tem baa been a product of evolution and had good reasons when it was 
deve~oped. It was developed under the concept of low-density traffic) served 
by individual flight f'orecaats and individual f'light meteorological watch, and 
under I:i1nitations of communications that made it more reliable to exchange basic 
data 8..'1.d prepare forecasts where needed, than to exchange the forecasts them
selves . Forecasting techniques were simple enough that they were not burden
some to the small orfice, and at the same time the sparseness of data introduced 
a high degroee of subjectivity that. created a demand for briefing by tille fore
caster who prepared the forecas t . However, while this division of responsibility 
bad good reasons) Bame of these reasons have changed and the matter bears re

ew.mination. 

b Canada, under d1f'ferent conditions, there evolved at an early 
stage in the provislon of meteorological service to continental aviation, t..lte 
concept of the .District Aviation forecast Office, issuing routine forecasts 
inoluding wi;:).ds, fol' its own area of responsibility. These forecasts are 
exchanged , and thus only one office is rsa-ponaible for forecaBtlng winds 1'01" 

.a given a.:reo. . Thel'6 arC! Len Bucll areas in Ga.'1B.da. For wio.d forecast1.og alone, 
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a lesser number would pr obably be chosen, but the allocation of areas of 
responsibility involves other considerations. 

The chief difficulty of this systom 1s the problem of ~inding a 
form of forecast, covering an area and Ii 9ubstarHd<.l.lverioc1 ai' time, that 
is easily communicated and readily usable at t.he !'sceiving end, Also, while 
t his allocation of' res"ponalb1l1ty cuts down great ly on duplication of effort, 
the areas are small enough that there is a tendency to use elementary methods 
of wind. forecasting to the exclusion of more elaborate techniques. This 1s 
being OV'Brcome in Canada by the Central Analysis Office. 

Ideas have been suggested for serving international aviation by 
conr.entratlng the production cf wind forecasts in a very few large highly 
centralized offices. As can be seen if one pursues the argument to its 
l ogical conclusion - one wind forecasting centre for the wor l d _ such a 
system appears to be overly idealistic in the forseeable future. A highly 
centralized system would indeed permit large concentration of staff and 
equipment, and the communication req;uirementa could conceivably be met with 
ex.isting technical knowledge if enough money were spent. But beyond a 
certain point, such a system would become unwieldy, both technically and 
administratively. 

However, I believe that it would be possible to develop a system 
that would incorporate the advantages of central i zation and decentralization. 
In such a system, a f ew analysis center s would carry out those phases of 
analysis and forecasting that can best be done centrally, and would dietribute 
their products in the form of large area, current and pr ognostic charts . 

These charts would ~hen be used by designated area forecast offices 
with their own analysis of information on a more local and continuous baais, 
to iSBue routil1B wind forecasts on an area basis for non-overlapping areas 
of responsibility. These wind forecasts would be distributed to all meteoro_ 
logical ofrlcea providl~~ preflight and inflight service to flights through 
the areas in question, and would sarve as a basis for information provided 
to flights by these individual offices. 

There is precedent for such an arrangement in an experiment that 1s 
going on now in the I.C.A.O. Caribbean Region, and in the long- standing 
practices In Canada and U. S . A. ror serving aviation within North America . 

The prerequisite for the auccGssrul implementation of such a system 
is a suitable for.m for exchange of tne wind forecasts on an area basis. 
Facsimilie can now provide an anawer, using pr ognostic charts of contours 
and isotachs J but Rince W8 may hardly expect within the next fsw years an 
adequa.t,e w'Cirl.d-w.ide meteor.ological facsimile network, there is also a. need for 
a form of .forecast amenable to teletype tra.!'..smission that will accomplish the 
aboYe purp0ee. 
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The basic difficulty 1a that a line of type Is essentiall y on8_ 
dimensional, ",hereae a wind forecast for a b lock of air apace involves three 
dimensions of space and one of time. However, there are means of aolution, 
The time scale can be simplified, aa it is not necessary to give a continuous 
description of changes) if the wind pattern is descr ibed at discreet times , Buch 
that interpolation 1s possible with sufficient accuracy. The apace dimensions 
could be simplified, by giving the winds at specified levels over specified 
points , If the areas of responsibility are not too large, the points could be 
made sufficiently cloae together that this would describe the Winds in adequate 
detail . In addition at the h1ghar levels it would probably be necessary to 
define the ex~ected axis of jet streams and associated wind apeed2 along the 
axis. 

The a r ea foreca sts would be either issued at suf~iciently frequent 
intervals that amendments would seldam be necessary, or some system of amending 
would have to be provided . 

One argument against such a system is that there would be inconsistencies 
between the forecasts pr ovided for adjacent areas . I do not think that this would 
be a major problem . Even without the central analys is for guidance) if auch 
forecasts wers issued and exchanged, t.heir use would reduce inconsistencies by 
the exchange of ideas between adjacent offices . On top of this, the broad scale 
foreca sts from a central analysis office would introduoe a high measure of 
inconsistency. Moreover, there 1s a question of whether consistency throughout 
an entire route, unless it is the consistency that results from a high degree of 
accuracy) is actually the optimum for the operator. It may well be that the 
gross errors experienced in wind forecasts over a long route, which are after all 
the important errors for the operator, would be 1es8 if they used forecasts 
issued for various se~ente by individual meteoroloRical offjcea instead of one 
forecast issued for the entir e route by one office . There is ~robably an optimum 
size of areas of responsibility, between those of extreme centralization on ona 
band and extreme decentralization on the other . 

The proposal above is far from complete, and is made more to stir up 
ttJought than as a finjahed proposition. I think it is quite clear that aviat.ion 
reqUirements have reacbed a point where it is uneconomic and teohnically 
i,..eff1clent to try to meet them merely by expanding t.he methode used in the past. 
1 have every COnfidence that in time, far better procedures will be implemented. 
The starling POiDt is to put forward ideas on the subject, good or bad, out of 
which the better CTIeS will iDsvitably emerge. Time will tell the category of 
t·he ideas that I have expressed here. 




